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Abstract: The social, scientific and technological development of recent years has encouraged the 

incorporation of computational thinking in the school curriculum of various countries progressively, 

starting from early childhood education. This research aims to characterize future kindergarten 

teachers’ traits of didactic-mathematical and computational knowledge presented when solving and 

posing robotics problems. Firstly, aspects of the mathematical and computational knowledge of the 

participants (97 students of the subject of Didactics of Mathematics of the Degree in Early Childhood 

Education at a Spanish university) were identified when they solved problems as users of the Blue-

Bot didactic robot. Secondly, we analyzed their justifications for reflecting on the design of robotics 

problems. The results indicate that future teachers present characteristics of didactic-mathematical 

knowledge when solving and designing robotics problems, although errors and ambiguities are 

evident, especially in the procedures and representations of the programming. These shortcomings 

significantly influence the didactic suitability of the robotics problems they design. From a future 

perspective, in the training of future teachers, it is considered relevant to incorporate didactic-

mathematical and computational knowledge that allows them to develop logical, spatial and 

computational thinking. 
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1. Introduction 

The social, scientific and technological development of recent years has fostered 

changes in the global educational system, supporting the incorporation of computational 

thinking (CT) as a key aspect for students living and acting in the contemporary world; 

according to Wing [1] and Zapata-Ros [2], this incorporation must occur progressively 

starting from an early age from the notion of unplugged CT.  

Different Latin American countries [3] have introduced CT in the school curriculum, 

starting from early childhood education [4], either through a specific subject or by 

introducing CT in the subject of mathematics. The current curricular reform of basic 

education in Spain, specifically the new curriculum of the autonomous region of 

Catalonia, makes explicit that one of the specific competences that the student must 

develop in the subject of mathematics at the end of basic education is to use CT for the 
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development of mathematical processes, in particular, to solve problems and model 

efficiently [5]. In the case of the second cycle of early childhood education (students from 

3 to 6 years old), the current Spanish curriculum (as well as, soon, the one of Catalonia 

that is currently in preparation) [6], for the first time, incorporates CT in the area of 

discovery and exploration of the environment, with the purpose, among others, of 

developing the problem-solving process in students [7,8]. This approach allows us to 

interpret that there is an integration between computational thinking (CT) and 

mathematical thinking (MT) in the curricular definition of the Ministry of Education of 

Spain at the most diverse educational levels. 

To attend to this regulatory demand, there is a need to introduce teacher training 

programs that promote CT from early childhood education [9]. Therefore, it is necessary 

to guide teachers and future teachers of early childhood education to develop MT through 

CT and reflect on it, either from the resolution of programming problems with the use of 

educative robots [10] or from the design of problems or a didactic sequence with the use 

of educative robots (Blue-Bot or similar) adapted to the first ages ([11–14] and [15,16]). 

In the last five years, we can find research that studies the pedagogical practices and 

conceptions of teachers regarding the use of robots or the development of CT through 

robotics in the classroom [17–19] and, in particular, those related to the use of educative 

robots in early ages [20–23]. These studies have highlighted the research agenda that aims 

to study what knowledge teachers must possess for the exercise of teaching, which, 

beyond the pedagogical knowledge of the content [24], must be endowed with 

technological knowledge [25]. Within the framework of the ontosemiotic approach (OSA) 

[26], there is a model of didactic-mathematical knowledge (DMK) which, in Latin terms, 

refers to teachers’ knowledge about mathematical content (MK) and about their teaching 

(DK)—didactic and pedagogical aspects of the teaching and learning processes. This 

model interprets and characterizes the teacher’s knowledge from three dimensions: the 

mathematical dimension, the didactic dimension and the meta-didactic-mathematical 

dimension [27]  

On the one hand, for Pino-Fan and Godino [27], the mathematical dimension of the 

DMK includes two subcategories of knowledge: common knowledge of the content 

(knowledge about a specific mathematical object that is considered sufficient to solve 

problems or tasks proposed in the mathematics curriculum of a given educational level) 

and expanded knowledge of the content (it is further on in the curriculum of the educational 

level in question, or at a next level). On the other hand, the didactic dimension of DMK 

includes the following subcategories of knowledge: specialized knowledge of the 

mathematical dimension (epistemic facet); knowledge about the cognitive aspects of 

students (cognitive facet); knowledge about the affective, emotional and attitudinal 

aspects of students (affective facet); knowledge about the interactions that arise in the 

classroom (interactional facet); knowledge about resources and means that can enhance 

student learning (mediational facet); and knowledge about the curricular, contextual, 

social, political and economic aspects which influence the management of student 

learning (ecological facet). Finally, the meta-didactic-mathematical dimension 

characterizes the knowledge that teachers need to reflect on their practice, identify and 

analyze the set of norms and meta-norms that regulate the teaching and learning 

processes of mathematics, and evaluate the didactic suitability to find possible 

improvements in the design and implementation of these processes [28,29]. 

For each of the components of didactic-mathematical knowledge, the OSA has 

“theoretical and methodological” tools that have been described and used in several 

investigations [26,30,31]. For example, for the development of instruments that allow the 

evaluation and systematic analysis of the knowledge of teachers regarding the 

mathematical dimension (common and expanded knowledge) and the epistemic facet of 

DMK. The “ontosemiotic configuration” tool allows the description and characterization 

of the primary mathematical objects—representations/language (terms, expressions, 

notations, graphs) in their diverse registers; problem situations (intra- or extra-
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mathematical applications, exercises); concepts and definitions (introduced through 

definitions or descriptions); propositions (statements about concepts); procedures 

(algorithms, operations, calculation techniques); and arguments/justifications (statements 

used to validate or explain propositions or procedures)—that are produced through the 

respective mathematical processes of communication, problematization, definition, 

enunciation, elaboration of procedures (creation of algorithms and routines) and 

argumentation that are activated in the mathematical practices that teachers develop in 

solving a problem [32,33], or as part of a problem planning (or problem sequence) for the 

classroom [34,35]. In addition, mathematical knowledge includes the description of errors 

and ambiguities committed by teachers from a mathematical point of view.  

For the development of instruments that allow the systematic evaluation and analysis 

of the knowledge of teachers regarding the meta-didactic-mathematical dimension, the 

didactic suitability criteria (DSC) tool is operational. According to Font, Planas and 

Godino [36], the DSC are characterized as follows: Epistemic Suitability, to assess if the 

mathematics being taught is “good mathematics”; Cognitive Suitability, to assess, before 

starting the instructional process, if what one wants to teach is at a reasonable distance 

from what students know, and after the process, if the acquired learning is close to what 

was intended to be taught; Interactional Suitability, to assess if interactions resolve students’ 

doubts and difficulties; Mediational Suitability, to assess the adequacy of the material and 

temporal resources used in the instructional process; Affective Suitability, to assess the 

involvement (interests and motivations) of students during the instructional process; 

Ecological Suitability, to assess the adequacy of the instructional process for the educational 

project of the school or institution, the curricular guidelines, and the conditions of the 

social and professional environment. These criteria are split into components and 

indicators to become operational in the exercise of analysis and assessment of 

instructional processes. The criteria and components of didactic suitability are detailed in 

Table 1. The full table with the indicators can be found in Breda, Pino-Fan and Font [28].  

Table 1. Didactic suitability criteria and components. 

Didactic Suitability 

Criteria (DSC) 
Components 

Epistemic 
Errors, ambiguities, richness of processes, representativeness of the 

complexity of the mathematical object 

Cognitive 
Prior knowledge, curricular adaptation to individual differences, 

learning, high cognitive demand 

Interactional 
Teacher–student interaction, students’ interaction, autonomy, 

formative assessment 

Mediational 
Material resources, number of students, class schedule and 

conditions, time 

Affective Interests and needs, attitudes, emotions 

Ecological 
Curriculum adaptation, intra- and interdisciplinary connections, 

social and labor usefulness, didactic innovation 

Source: Breda, Pino-Fan and Font [28]. 

The notion of didactic suitability has had a relevant impact on teacher training in 

several countries; such impact evidences the use of DSC in several investigations on 

teacher training who teach mathematics, in which this construct is used. However, it is 

not used within the framework of a training device expressly designed to teach didactic 

suitability as a tool to organize reflection and the development of the teachers’ meta-

didactic-mathematical knowledge about their own practice, both in primary and 

secondary teacher training courses [37–39] and for future early childhood teachers in the 

context of Catalonia and future primary school teachers for the use of educative robots.  
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Some authors propose models of teacher training programs that allow teachers to 

acquire the necessary knowledge to develop CT in students [40,41]. In particular, 

Estebanell et al. [40] propose a model for initial teacher training that contemplates four 

levels for the development of CT: (1) User: aims to make teachers ask questions about how 

to use a given computational language to address problems with a robot, video game, 

application, etc.; (2) Reflective User: teachers that reflect on what they have done when 

developing a computational problem; (3) Teacher: teachers facing the challenge of deciding 

what to teach, what they expect their students to learn from CT and what resources and 

strategies will be implemented; and (4) Reflective Teacher: teachers reflecting on the 

teaching and learning process related to CT.  

Regarding the User level, Seckel, Vásquez, Samuel and Breda [10] propose a 

classification in relation to the errors that teachers make in programming planning, which 

are the following: (a) error due to the absence of a function in the programming, not 

programming one or more functions to respond to a statement, or not clearing the 

programming to resolve a second statement; (b) error due to excessive quantification of a 

function in programming, the user does not understand the relationship between the 

characteristics of the carpet (scheme or grid with possible robot routes) and the 

displacement of the robot, e.g., the user programming by estimating without considering 

the measurements of the grids of the carpet and the 15 cm that the robot advances; (c) 

error due to misunderstanding of a type of programming, e.g., the user does not 

understand that the rotation of the robot is 90°, believes that it rotates and advances at the 

same time, or does not consider that the programming of each pause corresponds to a 

second; and (d) error when applying previous knowledge, e.g., the user presents 

difficulties in applying his or her knowledge of spatial orientation, making misuse of the 

planning cards of the programming. 

Moreover, it is necessary for teachers to recognize two basic aspects when designing 

problems [42]. The first aspect is related to the idea of a robotics problem-type task, the 

resolution of which implies that the robot passes from an initial state to a final one, 

through the planning of a sequence of actions (intermediate states that are programmed). 

The second aspect is related to the criteria that should guide the approach of a problem or 

a sequence of problems; these are as follows: (1) present progressive complexity, (2) refer 

to known and unknown aspects and (3) place the problem in an environment (scenario).  

Although there are several investigations that try to infer the knowledge of teachers 

who teach mathematics, there are few that try to investigate the characteristics of didactic-

mathematical knowledge and computational knowledge of teachers who work with 

students of the first ages. In this sense, the general objective of this research is to 

characterize the traits of didactic-mathematical and computational knowledge presented 

by future early childhood education teachers solving and posing robotics problems. To 

do this, first, we identified aspects of mathematical and computational knowledge 

presented by future teachers when they solved problems as users of the educative robot 

Blue-Bot; secondly, we analyzed their justifications when they reflected on their design of 

robotics problems. 

2. Materials and Methods 

This research is part of a qualitative and interpretive paradigm [43] that, based on a 

case study [44], sought to understand and explain features of the didactic-mathematical-

computational knowledge presented by 97 students of the Early Childhood Education 

Degree in a Spanish university when developing a didactic sequence of computational 

education (using educative robots), designed by the authors of the article, as well as to 

analyze the didactic suitability of their designs of robotics problems. 

2.1. Description of the Educative Robot Used 

The educative robot used was marketed under the name Blue-Bot (see Figure 1). It is 

an analog robot (although it has a mobile application, it was not used in this case); that is, 
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to indicate the instructions for the movements the user wants to perform, he or she must 

press the keys that it has on its back. The robot memorizes the sequence of keystrokes that 

the user has made; every time one wants to start a new sequence of orders, one must press 

the delete key. Otherwise, the new orders are added to the previously memorized ones. 

With each press forward (or backward), the robot advances (or retreats) 15 cm. With the 

press to turn (right or left), the robot only rotates and does not advance. The programming 

can consider that the robot makes stops in its route by including pressing the “Pause” key.  

  

Figure 1. Educative robot used in the implementation. 

To write or represent the commands (keystrokes) or algorithms that the robot must 

follow, the manipulative material shown in Figure 2a can be used. These are small, 

plasticized cards that represent each of the keys of the robot. Each card is played as many 

times as necessary so that students can write or represent the algorithm of their program 

so that the robot completes the required route, before or after running the program. 

Another manipulative resource that can be used by both students and teachers is a 

rectangular card with the longest side length of 15 cm (Figure 2b). It is useful to be able to 

count how many keystrokes must be given to the forward (or backward) key so that the 

robot moves from one specific point to another.  

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Cards to represent the program’s algorithm. (b) Rectangle card, a resource that 

represents the distance that the robot covers with each press of forward or backward. 

2.2. Context and Participants 

The Early Childhood Education Degree in the Spanish university where the study 

was carried out is composed of four courses of 240 European Credit Transfer and 

Accumulation System (ECTS) credits, and one ECTS credit is equivalent to 25 h of student 

work, which includes everything (lectures, theoretical or practical classes, personal study, 

participation in seminars, work in tasks or projects, preparation and performance of 

assessment tests). In the 1st and 2nd years, the students should pass 120 ECTS credits of 
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basic training in subjects such as psychology, music, art, languages, syllabus, educative 

system, mathematics and science. Concretely, the basic training includes 6 ECTS credits 

of an interdisciplinary subject that involves mathematics and science (in 2nd level), among 

others. This is the first time in the degree that students are in contact with mathematics. 

In the 3rd and 4th years, students take 120 ECTS credits, 99 of which correspond to 

compulsory subjects focused on the pedagogical knowledge aspects and 21 to diverse 

elective subjects. The basic training and the compulsory training both include some credits 

of practice subjects that involve students going to schools or training centers to learn with 

teachers and their pupils. 

In the 3rd level, students are involved in the compulsory subject called Didactics of 

Mathematics in which this study is developed. The participants of the study were two 

groups of students of the subject of Didactics of Mathematics of the Degree of Early 

Childhood Education at a Catalan university (Catalonia, Spain), a group of 50 students 

who study in the morning shift and a group of 47 students who study in the afternoon 

shift, in total 97 people.  

Since this research is about the study of a case, qualitatively analyzed in its depth, a 

sampling process of the participating subjects was not carried out. However, all the 

students in two groups of the Early Childhood Education Degree who were studying the 

Didactics of Mathematics subject were considered. 

The participating future teachers were organized into work teams to carry out the 

didactic sequence that was proposed to them (designed by the authors); in total, there 

were 17 work teams called A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7 

and B8. 

The data were obtained from the recordings of some of the sessions implemented 

(detailed below); from the field notes of the first and second authors, who acted as teachers 

of the group making a participant observation; and from the documents written by the 

future teachers, called D1, D2 and D3. 

2.3. Description of the Didactic Sequence Implemented 

The didactic sequence implemented with future teachers of early childhood 

education was designed by the authors of the article based on the CDS and considering 

an active and interactional perspective of teaching and learning.  

Learning is not a simple reproduction of contents that must be learned; pupils play a 

decisive role in the process of learning to build and rebuild their knowledge. However, 

the contents which pupils have to learn are the result of a widely accepted social 

elaboration. In this sense, the role of the teacher is complex; he or she should connect the 

pupils’ construction processes with culturally organized collective meanings.  

In the field of mathematical learning, according to Abtahi [45] with a Vygotskian 

perspective [46], learning is not possible without interactions, especially social 

interactions. Pupils live and interact in several social worlds of mathematical tools and 

signs, but considering the syllabus or, more generally, the knowledge demands of system 

schools, there are mathematical worlds that pupils cannot interact with because they do 

not know them, such as the computational knowledge that we would like to teach in this 

case. Vygotsky [46] introduce the idea of the zone of proximal development (ZPD) which 

is located among the mathematical worlds that pupils can interact with and the others 

that they cannot. The interactions among the worlds, inside the ZPD, are not possible 

without a person with more knowledge who is also participating. In the ZPD, pupils can 

construct higher-level knowledge with their peers, some of them with more advanced 

knowledge, or with the teacher than they can alone. This fact allows them to learn 

mathematics independently.  

According to Font [47], the most effective teaching is that which is based on the 

learner’s effective development, not in order to adapt to it, but to make it progress through 

the zone of proximal development and in this way generate new zones of proximal 

development. 
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The didactic sequence included several sessions and the autonomous work of the 

teams. The implementation of the didactic sequence was carried out following the same 

scheme and indications with the group of students of the morning shift as with the group 

of the afternoon shift. Session 1 was implemented on the date indicated in Table 2 with 

half a group and on the following date with the other half group, to have a suitable ratio 

of participants to make the necessary observations. 

Table 2 also includes an outline of the deployment sessions performed with each of 

the groups in the two shifts.  

Table 2. Outline of the implemented didactic sequence. 

Session Implementation Date 
Time 

(Minutes) 
Task Data 

1 26 October 2022 90 

Problem-solving with 

manipulation of the educative 

robot at the user level 

(implementation with half a 

group) 

Session recording and field notes 

1 2 November 2022 90 
Idem (implementation with the 

other half group) 
Idem 

1 
Autonomous work in team outside 

the classroom 

Reflection on the use and 

application of the educative robot 

Document written by the teams: 

D1 (dossier answers)  

2 23 November 2022 40 
Identifying the key elements of a 

problem  

Field notes and documents 

written by the teams: D2 

2 
Autonomous work in team outside 

the classroom 

Design of a robotics problem for 5-

year-old students 
Documents written by teams: D3 

Source: the authors. 

2.3.1. Session 1 and Following Autonomous Work  

The didactic objective of session 1 focused on the development of the skills related to 

logical–mathematical and computational thinking of children aged 5–6 years by solving 

problems with an educative robot. In this session, held in the classroom (and in the 

corridors of the Faculty) students had to “live” the activity developed in it as users of the 

robot, that is, they were expected to act like children aged 5 or 6 years [40]. 

With the presentation of the tasks, each of the work teams was given a Blue-Bot, a 

pack of cards to represent the programming planning algorithms, a package of rectangles 

of 15 cm and a dossier with the tasks to be performed. We only explained that they had to 

address and answer the questions in the dossier and explain what they had done to 

answer them, and no further information on the workings of Blue-Bot or on the use of the 

other resources released was given.  

Each page of the dossier contained a task, and each task consisted of answering 

several questions based on the use and manipulation of the Blue-Bot and explaining the 

actions taken to answer them (at that time, the future teachers would be acting as reflective 

users of the robot) [40]. On the one hand, as one moves through the pages of the dossier, 

the complexity of the task increases in relation to the actions that must be taken to answer 

the questions. On the other hand, each task of the dossier, in turn, responds to certain 

specific objectives of development of the CT that connects various contents such as 

argumentation, logical–mathematical reasoning, and spatial and metric reasoning in a 

transversal way. The questions in the dossier are indicated in Table 3: 

Table 3. Questions for each task included in the dossier. 

Task Questions Included in Dossier 

1 (a) Does anyone know how this is played? 
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(b) Can it be a toy? Sure? 

(c) How does it turn on? 

(d) What does it do? 

2 
(a) It seems that the robot moves when we press the buttons… Could we send 

it wherever we wanted? 

3 

(a) Are there different orders that could be used to get to the same place? 

(b) Does the robot take the same time to arrive with an algorithm as with a 

different one? 

(c) How could we represent the orders we give to the robot? 

4 

(a) Can the robot go very far? 

(b) How much distance does it cover with each order to advance? 

(c) How could we know how far it can go? Could I make it to the class of…? 

5 

(a) Could we use the robot to communicate with another place in the school 

(with the class next door, with the caretaker of the school, with the dining 

room, etc.)? 

(b) How far is it from our class to the other class? 

(c) Where is it better for the robot to go? What is the best itinerary? (Think of 

it as meaning “to be the best itinerary”) 

6 

(a) How can we represent return instructions? That is, what will the return 

programming sequence be like if we consider that the itinerary is the same? 

Can any part of the programming sequence (or algorithm) be leveraged? 

7 

(a) Could the robot be used to transport things? What kind of things could I 

carry? How could I wear them? What container could be hooked? Could we 

take advantage of any container of the class or better build it? 

(b) Is it necessary to make any changes to the itinerary when the robot is towing 

the trailer? 

(c) What parts of the schedule must be changed to modify part of the itinerary? 

Source: the authors. 

The questions in task 1 were answered only by teams that did not know at all about 

the use of Blue-Bot. If they had had any previous experience, they could skip that task. 

Each work team presented a PDF document including the answers to the questions 

of the dossier together with the explanation of the actions carried out with the Blue-Bot to 

answer them. We have called this document D1. 

2.3.2. Session 2 and Following Autonomous Work 

This session, held in the classroom in a large group, aimed to help participants 

identify key aspects of the characteristics that a problem must have and the subprocesses 

that must be carried out to solve it. To do this, a video is watched about a children’s story 

where the characters encounter a problem in which the processes that they must follow to 

solve it are shown. The expectation was that from the visualization and following 

reflection in the large group they could make inferences so that some of these 

characteristics could be agreed upon through sharing. 

The video watched is named “Per quatre cantonades de no res” and is available at the 

following link (accessed on 08 January 2023): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H5fVi0qMhVc&ab_channel=Coronacontes. The 

official language of the Faculty is Catalan, so the video was viewed in this language. 

However, there is an English version with the title “Four Little Corners” that is available 

at the following link (accessed on 08 January 2023): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHgdj3piX3Q. 

The author of the book on which the video is based is Jerome Ruillier, and the original 

French title of the book, from 2004, is “Quatre petits coins de rien du tout”. This story is 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H5fVi0qMhVc&ab_channel=Coronacontes
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usually used in education on inclusion issues, although it is a clear example of how a 

problem should be to become meaningful and close to the participants since they are 

interested in solving it, and how the actions for its resolution should be developed: present 

a problematic context; establish a specific question; meet to brainstorm that leads to the 

proposal of possible solutions (hypothesis); discard some of the possible solutions for 

various reasons; repropose others; try to implement them (and so on until finding one that 

seems to work); check that the found solution works; congratulate ourselves on the 

cooperative work done; and celebrate having been able to solve the problem (in the story, 

the part of reviewing what we could have done better does not appear).  

After watching the video, students in teams are prompted to think about 

characteristics or relevant aspects of a good problem to use for didactic purposes. Next, a 

large group shares in listing these aspects. Then, each group presents a document with 

their list in a forum of the subject platform to share it. This document has been named D2. 

After this session, participants are asked to work as a team to design a session for 

children aged 5–6 years with educative robots that include elements of the didactic use of 

the problems identified in session 2 and the experience lived in session 1. The participants 

must decide what aspects they should contemplate and include in an explanatory 

document that they must deliver (according to the categories proposed by Estebanell et 

al. [40], the future teachers would be acting as teachers in the use of the robot). The 

document had to be sent to a forum on the subject so that the other teams could read it. 

This document has been named D3. 

2.4. Analysis Tools 

To identify aspects of mathematical and computational knowledge presented by 

future childhood education teachers when solving problems as users of the educative 

robot Blue-Bot, we consider two instruments of data collection obtained in the 

development of session 1 (Table 2). The first was the document D1 with the answers of 

the future teachers to the problems raised in the dossier and the explanation of the actions 

taken to achieve them. In particular, for the analyses, questions 3a, 3b, 3c, 4b, 4c, 5b, 5c 

and 6a were considered, as they are those in which some primary mathematical objects 

can emerge. In addition, the recordings of the development and resolution of the problems 

in the dossier when the future teachers manipulated the Blue-Bot robot were considered. 

Both the document D1 and the recordings were analyzed using two theoretical 

contributions explained in the introduction. That is, to identify characteristics of 

mathematical and computational knowledge, the notion of ontosemiotic configuration 

present in the DMK model of the OSA was used [27]. Specifically, we sought to identify 

which primary mathematical objects—representations/languages, concepts and 

definitions, propositions, procedures and arguments/justifications—emerged in the 

mathematical practices developed by the teachers in solving the problems proposed in the 

questions of the dossier D1 specified above and when manipulating the Blue-Bot. In 

addition, the categories of the errors made by teachers when programming the educative 

robot Bee-Bot proposed by Seckel, Vásquez, Samuel and Breda [10] were used. 

In session 2 (Table 2), all the teams wrote a document that we have called D2, with 

the characteristics that they believed should have a problem for didactic objectives. To 

collect all the characteristics, a content analysis of this document was carried out, the 

emerging characteristics were identified and the emerging characteristics that were 

coincident between the different teams were identified. The design of a robotics problem 

and its possible implementation with 5-year-olds carried out by the participants (in the 

document D3) were then considered. This document was analyzed, first, to identify which 

of the emerging characteristics resulting from the analysis of D2 appeared in D3, that is, 

if the key aspects of the characteristics that a robotics problem must have had been 

considered. In addition, it has been observed whether the characteristics that a robotics 

problem should present proposed by Arlegui and Pina [42] were contemplated.  
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Finally, to identify the suitability of the designs of the teams of research participants 

and determine their meta-didactic-mathematical knowledge, the DSC categories were 

used (Table 1). 

Finally, from a triangulation of the analyses among the most expert authors in the 

use of the instruments, from the aspects of mathematical and computational knowledge 

and the meta-didactic-mathematical knowledge emerging in the previous analyses, it was 

possible to infer aspects of the didactic-mathematical and computational knowledge 

displayed by the participants when posing and solving robotics problems. This inference 

was triangulated with an expert in the theoretical framework of the ontosemiotic 

approach. 

3. Results 

In this section, we present the results referring to the analyses of sessions 1 and 2. 

3.1. Results of Session 1 

To infer traits of the mathematical and computational knowledge of the participants, 

after analyzing their answers to questions (3a), (3b), (3c), (4b), (4c), (5b), (5c) and (6a) of 

Table 3, from the notion of the epistemic configuration of the DMK model of the OSA, the 

evidence of the primary objects that emerged is presented in Table 4.  
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Table 4. Emerging primary objects in solving robotics problems. 

Categories (Parent Objects) Characterization Work Teams % 

(3a) Are different orders that could be used to get to the same place?  

Representation/Language Iconic language (drawings) B3 5.9 

Argument/Justification 
The robot can reach the same destination with different commands A1, A5, A6, A7, A9, B4, B5, B8 47 

The robot can reach the same destination by different paths A2, A3, A8, B6, B7 29.4 

(3b) Does the robot take the same time to arrive with one algorithm as with a different one?  

Proposition 

Takes less time if you walk in a straight line B2 5.9 

Takes longer when spinning B3 5.9 

It always takes the same time because it always advances at the same 

distance 
B6 5.9 

It takes more or less depending on the number of orders given to the 

robot 
A2, A5, A7, B7 23.5 

It takes more or less depending on the planned algorithm A1, A3, A6, A8, A9, B8, B4 41.2 

(3c) How could we represent the orders we give to the robot?  

Representation/Language 

Verbal–written A1, B5 11.8 

Symbolic (card codes) A2, A3, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, B2, B4, B7, B8 64.7 

Iconic (drawing) A2, B3 11.8 

(4b) How far does the robot travel with each forward command?  

Argument/Justification 

The distance is checked by the length of the rectangle card (15 cm) A5, B2, B6, B7 23.5 

Distance can be measured with measuring instruments (meter or 

ruler) 
B3 5.9 

(4c) How could we know how far the robot can go? Could the robot arrive at the class of…?  

Argument/Justification 

From programming with cards B2, B4, B7 17.6 

Testing and checking different commands and different calculations 

(trial and error) 
A1, A2, A3, A6, B5, B8 35.3 

From the measurement with the 15 cm card A5, A8 11.8 

From the calculation of the distance between the two classes A7 5.9 

From the calculation of the number of movements A9 5.9 

(5b) How far is it from our class to the other class?  

Procedure 

Distance estimation B1 5.9 

Arithmetic calculation that multiplies the number of movements the 

robot performs by the length of the rectangular card (15 cm) 
A6, A7, B2, B4, B8 29.4 

Measured by the orders given to the robot A5 5.9 
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Measure the length of the diagonal of the tiles of the class multiplied 

by the number of tiles run by the robot 
A8, A9 11.8 

(5c) Where is it better for the robot to run? What is the best itinerary? (Think of it as meaning “to be the best itinerary”.)  

Representation/Language Iconic (drawing of the arrows) B3 5.9 

Proposition 

The best itinerary is in a straight line A2, A3, A7, A8, A9, B2, B4, B5 47 

The best itinerary is what arrives fastest at the destination A1 5.9 

There is only one possible itinerary A5 5.9 

(6a) How can we represent the return instructions? That is, what will the return programming sequence be like if we consider that the itinerary is the 

same? Can any part of the programming sequence (or algorithm) be reused? 
 

Procedure Ambiguity and error in programming 
A1, A2, A3, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, 

B7, B8 
88.2 

Representation/Language Ambiguity and error in representation B3 5.9 

Source: the authors.
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Related to the objects that emerge from robotics problem-solving practices, we find 

arguments and justifications. In particular, the arguments are related to the notion of a 

sequence. For example, to answer the question of whether different orders could help the 

robot arrive at the same place, 47% (8 out of 17) of the teams argued that they could, and 

five teams argue that this could occur not through different algorithms (or orders) but 

could occur through different paths. On the other hand, concerning the arguments related 

to the notion of measurement, to know how much distance the robot runs with each order 

to advance, a team argues that it can be known through the measurement by measuring 

instruments (meter or ruler) and four other teams argue that the distance is verified by 

the length of 15 cm of the rectangular card (Figure 2b). 

In each order of advance, the robot runs 15 cm. We verified it by advancing the robot 

next to a 15 cm card, seeing that the distances coincided (B7) 

However, a considerable number of teams (8 out of 17) only answer “15 cm” without 

arguing or justifying any reasoning. On the other hand, for problem 4c “How could we 

know how far the robot can go? Could the robot arrive at the class of…?”, some teams 

argued that it could be reached from programming with the cards, the measurement with 

the 15 cm card, the calculation of the distance between the two classes or the calculation 

of the number of movements made by the robot. However, most teams answered that 

another class could be reached by testing and checking different orders and/or different 

calculations; that is, they argued from the trial and error procedure. 

To know where it can arrive, we must try different orders and calculate how much it can 

advance. In our case, we calculated it with the cards, and it was able to get from one class 

to another covering a distance of 8 meters (A1) 

Some comments are not related to the arguments of the procedures used, but to the 

characteristics of the electronic device; for example, 5.9% (1 out of 17) of teams argue that 

the reason that the robot stops walking is the lack of battery and not a limited number of 

movements.  

Another emerging primary object in participants’ responses is propositions. For 

example, to know if the robot takes the same time to arrive with one algorithm as with a 

different one, several propositions have emerged; for example, it takes less time if it walks 

in a straight line, it takes longer when it turns, it always takes the same because it always 

advances at the same distance, it takes more or less depending on the number of orders 

given to the robot, and it takes more or less time depending on the planned algorithm. 

This last proposal was evidenced by 41.2% (7 out of 17) of the teams, according to the 

following evidence: 

No, depending on the algorithm it will take more or less time to arrive. It is not the same 

to make a route all in a straight line as if we do it turning, etc. (B8) 

Propositions also arise when answering problem 5c “Where is it better for the robot 

to run? What is the best itinerary?” Although the proposition has emerged that the best 

itinerary is the one that arrives fastest at the destination and that there is only one possible 

itinerary, the proposition that the best itinerary is in a straight line was assumed by 47% 

(8 out of 17) of the work teams. However, some participants, instead of explaining the best 

itinerary referring to the shortest distance or the shortest time, refer to the characteristics 

of the surface, as the following comment exemplifies: 

The robot is better to run over a smooth surface, that is, there are no potholes, as this 

makes it difficult for the robot to walk (B1) 

The language/representation object emerges in three of the problems posed to future 

teachers. Concerning the resolution of how the orders they give to the robot could be 

represented, the verbal–written representation appears, as does the iconic representation, 

and most teams (64.7%, 11 out of 17) report the symbolic representation through the cards 

offered by the Blue-Bot didactic package. 
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On the other hand, the iconic type of representation emerges to represent that 

different orders of the robot could serve to reach the same place. However, the 

representation is erroneous and ambiguous. It is erroneous because, considering that the 

robot leaves the same starting point, the two representations made do not take the robot 

to the same final destination, according to Figure 3a. In addition, the horizontal arrows 

are represented ambiguously because it is not known whether it represents the left or right 

turn. A similar error was observed in the representation made by the same team when 

explaining the robot’s round-trip algorithm (Figure 3b). 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Representation of group B3 to explain that the robot arrives at the same destination 

from different routes. (b) Representation of group B3 to explain the way to and from the destination 

running by the robot. In the image, you can read “the way back is the following”. 

At different times during the development of the activities, several groups made 

mistakes in the representation of the route from the programming cards, due to a lack of 

good spatial orientation, as shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Inappropriate use of the programming cards. 

It was also possible to observe the emergence of procedures. In particular, errors were 

observed in the procedure of programming the sequence that the robot should perform to 

reach a certain arrival point. According to the categories of Seckel, Vásquez, Samuel and 

Breda (2022), the most recurrent errors were those of error due to the absence of a function 

in programming, error due to excessive quantification of a function in programming and 

error due to misunderstanding of a type of programming. For example, there were cases 

in which participants did not delete the previous programming to perform new 

programming (they did not consider that the robot has memory); other cases were an 

excess of commands to reach the final destination and a failure to respect the distance of 

15 cm that the robot walks in each section (Figure 5a); finally, there were cases in which 

the participants did not understand that the robot does not advance when turning 90 

degrees (Figure 5b). These aspects were decisive in the low success of the robot arriving 

correctly at the destination of the route previously established by each team.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) Error due to excessive commands. (b) Error due to misunderstanding of a type of 

programming. 

Related to the procedures that appear to establish what distance there is from one 

class to the other class from the use of the robot, the emergence of distance calculation is 

observed from the estimation, the orders given to the robot, the measure of the length of 

the diagonal of the tiles of the class multiplied by the number of tiles traveled by the robot 

and, mostly, the arithmetic calculation that multiplies the number of movements that the 

robot performs by the length of the rectangular card (15 cm). On the other hand, 

considering the procedures contemplated by future teachers to answer how the way back 

(to go back) could be programmed and if part of the previous programming (to go) could 

be reused, ambiguities and errors are observed in the programming procedures of 88.2% 

(15 out of 17) of the work teams. 

It will be in the same way as the trip to go but in reverse. That is, if we make two 

movements forward then we must give two backwards […]. No, because the robot has 

memory, therefore, we cannot reuse a specific part, since the entire sequence would be 

repeated (A2) 

3.2. Results of Session 2 

In session 2, the described work was carried out in the classroom, referring to the 

characteristics of a problem to be used for didactic purposes. The teams prepared the 

document D2 with the characteristics and shared it with the other teams of the same group 

through a forum on the Moodle platform of the course. Then, as autonomous work outside 

the classroom, they elaborated the design of a robotics problem in a document called D3. 

This section presents the results regarding the analysis of these two documents. 

3.2.1. Results Related to the Characteristics of the Problems 

To identify the characteristics that the participating teams considered that the 

problems should have to be used for didactic objectives, the D2 documents prepared in 

search of the emerging characteristics, which are detailed in Table 5, were analyzed. 

Characteristics 1 to 12, the majority, refer to the stages of solving a problem, and items 

13-16 refer to characteristics about the nature of the problems. The characteristics that have 

more consensus (80% of the work teams mention them) are as follows: 4. make a meeting 

and think of group solutions/brainstorm; 12. reflect on possible process improvements; 2. 

raise the problematic problem/situation; 8. propose a hypothesis and carry it out to see if 

it is correct/test the hypothesis; 11. celebrate successes; and 5. consider different 

hypotheses that respond to the problem. 

After that, the D3 documents were analyzed to identify which of these emerging 

features were considered by the participating teams when making their robotics problem 

designs. This analysis also sought to identify whether the designs consider the robotics 

problem characteristics set out in Section 1 of this article: (1) be of progressive complexity, 

(2) refer to known and unknown aspects and (3) place the problem in an environment 

(scenario). The results of this analysis are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Characteristics of didactic problems in robotics problem designs. 

 Emerging Features Teams that Mention Them in D2 % 
Team Designs that  

Contemplate Them in D3 
% 

1 Read carefully/observe the problem  A1, A9 11.8 - 0 

2 Raise the problematic problem/situation 
A1, A2, A3, A4, A6, A7, A8, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, 

B6, B7, B8 
88.2 

A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, B1, 

B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8 
100.0 

3 
Formulate a concrete, open, productive 

question that suggests possible solutions 
A6, A7, A8, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8 52.9 

A1, A5, A6, A8, B1, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, 

B8 
64.7 

4 
Hold a meeting and think of group 

solutions/brainstorm 

A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A7, A8, A9, B1, B2, B3, B4, 

B5, B6, B7, B8 
94.1 

A1, A2, A4, A5, A6, A9, B1, B2, B3, B4, 

B5, B6, B7, B8 
82.4 

5 
Contemplate different hypotheses that 

respond to the problem 

A1, A2, A3, A4, A6, A7, A8, A9, B1, B2, B3, B4, 

B5, B6, B7, B8 
82.4 

A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A8, A9, B1, B4, 

B5, B6, B7 
82.4 

6 
Evaluate hypotheses to know which ones 

can be carried out 
B3 5.9 B2, B3, B8 17.6 

7 Formulate a final hypothesis  A2, A3, A4, A8 23.5 A2, A3, A4, A5, A7, B7 35.3 

8 
Propose a hypothesis and carry it out to 

see if it is correct/test the hypothesis 

A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A8, A9, B1, B2, B3, B4, 

B6, B7, B8 
88.2 

A1, A2, A3, A4, A6, A7, A8, A9, B1, B3, 

B4, B5, B6, B7, B8 
88.2 

9 
In case the hypothesis is not the solution, 

other hypotheses must be reconsidered.  
A6, B2, B3, B5, B6, B7, B8 41.2 A2, A6, A9, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8 52.9 

10 
Ask ourselves why the answer is 

correct/validate the solution 

A1, A4, A6, A7, A8, A9, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, 

B8 
76.5 A1, A3, A6, A8, B1, B2, B4, B5, B6, B8 58.8 

11 Celebrate the successes  
A1, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, 

B6, B7, B8 
88.2 

A4, A5, A6, A8, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, 

B8 
64.7 

12 
Reflect on possible process 

improvements 

A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, B1, B2, B3, 

B4, B5, B6, B7 
94.1 

A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A8, B1, B2, B3, B4, 

B6, B7 
70.6 

13 
Problems must motivate students to 

want to solve them  
A3 5.9 

A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A8, B1, B3, B4, 

B5, B6, B7, B8 
82.4 

14 
Problems must invite reflection and 

thought 
A3 5.9 

A1, A4, A5, A6, A8, B1, B3, B4, B5, B6, 

B7, B8 
70.6 

15 
Problems should have specific questions 

that indicate what students want to solve 
A5, A6 11.8 

A1, A5, A6, A8, B1, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, 

B8 
64.7 

16 

Questions should be productive and 

open-ended, supporting more than one 

solution 

A5, A6, A7, A8 23.5 
A1, A3, A4, A5, A6, A8, B1, B3, B4, B5, 

B6, B7, B8 
76.5 

 Characteristics of robotics problems    
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17 Must have progressive complexity  A7, B1, B3,  23,5 

18 Must refer to known and unknown aspects  
A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, B1, 

B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8 
100 

19 The problem must be placed in a scenario   
A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, B1, 

B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8 
100 

Source: the authors.
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The work done in the classroom during session 2 on the characteristics of the didactic 

problems, as well as the fact that the teams shared their D2 documents through a forum 

in the classroom, had a great influence on the D3 designs of the robotics problem.  

As can be seen in Table 5, virtually all of the emerging features identified by some of 

the teams increased in presence in the designs. For example, characteristic 2 “pose the 

problem/problem situation”, which had been mentioned by 88.2% of the teams in D2, was 

taken into account by all teams in their D3 designs. There are two characteristics, 11 and 

12, referring to attitudinal and motivational aspects, which considerably lower the 

percentage in the designs. Characteristic 1, stated in D2 by two teams, is not contemplated 

in any of the D3 designs, possibly because all the problems arise from explaining a 

contextualized situation and presenting an oral question. 

The characteristics referring to the nature of the problems, 13 to 16, considerably 

increase in presence in the D3 designs. Most teams did not list them in D2 but nevertheless 

took them into account in their designs. 

On the other hand, the analysis of the characteristics of robotics problems, 17 to 19, 

reveals that only 23.5% (corresponding to three designs) consider that the problems 

present a progressive complexity (characteristic 17). Instead, all designs place problems 

in a scenario in a contextualized manner (feature 19) and also reference known and 

unknown aspects (feature 18). 

3.2.2. Results Related to the Didactic Suitability of the Designs 

To know the didactic suitability of the designs of each team, in total 17 designs, the 

evidence of the different indicators of each of the components of the DSC of the OSA have 

been analyzed.  

Table 6 was prepared by counting the number of designs that show evidence of each 

of the components of DSC and calculating the percentage of the 17 total designs that the 

number represents. In general, it can be observed that there is more evidence of indicators 

of affective suitability (in 64.7% of the designs); secondly, the designs are concerned with 

evidencing interactional suitability (in 52.9% of the designs), followed by epistemic 

suitability (43.5% of the designs) and mediational suitability (41.2%). Where we obtain 

less evidence is ecological suitability (in 11.8% of designs).  

Table 6. Percentage of designs considering each of the DSC components. 

Didactic Suitability  

Criteria (DSC) 

Percentage of Designs that  

Include the Component * 

Epistemic 43.5 

Cognitive 34.3 

Interactional 52.9 

Mediational 41.2 

Affective 64.7 

Ecological 11.8 

* See description of components in Table 1. 

Related to epistemic suitability, half of the designs (9 out of 17) show errors regarding 

the computational language when they describe the instructions that students should give 

to the robot to make the programmed path. For example, when explaining the movements 

that the robot must make, they use “straight” or “up” instead of the instruction “move 

forward”, “down” instead of the instruction “go back”, and “right” instead of “turn right”: 

Guide the robot straight twice, once to the right, and once straight (A8) 

Children must count how many movements they have to make in each direction (3 up, 

two right, and one down) (A7) 
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Accordingly, almost two-thirds of the designs (11 out of 17) present ambiguities, 

either of didactic aspects in the design of the activity or of mathematical aspects. For 

example, six of the designs refer to the robot having to make the path “shorter”, “faster” 

or “easier” but do not define what they mean by this type of trajectory. Sometimes they 

use, regarding trajectories, “short”, “fast” and “simple” as synonyms.  

They do not refer to the programming sequence or algorithm for defining the 

programmed route, for example: 

Students will have to use the Blue-Bot’s directions to check it [if the route is correct] and 

thus find the final solution to the problem (A7)  

Sometimes, they do not take into account their programming, nor do they consider 

instructions other than “moving forward”. For example: 

The carpet is designed so that each frame is a movement of the Blue-Bot, which is 15 cm, 

and so children can count how many squares are needed to reach their goal (B1) 

However, all designs from all teams promote a wealth of relevant processes, such as 

problem-solving, direct modeling to respond with more than one possible solution, and 

argumentation, although only 10 of the designs make a direct allusion to “programming”. 

Two-thirds of the designs (12 out of 17) only provide for the use of oral language to 

say aloud the robot’s programming sequence so that it runs the desired path before 

pressing the keys on the robot. The A4 team, in addition to that, suggests that children 

represent the trajectory on the floor with the 15 cm rectangular cards and/or draw it on a 

blank sheet. The B8 team proposes that students use paper and pencil to draw a “map” of 

the route that the robot must take. The A8 and B3 teams are the only ones that propose 

that students can “write” the algorithm with instruction cards, although they propose it 

optionally.  

Related to cognitive suitability, only four of the designs explicitly state that the 

previous knowledge of the students is considered, and of these, only two refer directly to 

the use of educative robots. Only one of the designs explains that the intended meanings 

have a manageable difficulty for students, and another anticipates certain didactic 

variables that progressively increase the difficulty of the task: 

The elements that hinder the route can be changed [of place] to pose various challenges, 

also the start and end square [of the carpet] (A7) 

Only three of the designs include complementary activities that could be considered 

extension and reinforcement to adapt the curriculum to the individual differences of the 

students. On the other hand, this highlights that none of the team designs includes the 

planning of any type of evaluation of student learning. 

In general, all designs pose activities of high cognitive demand since they activate 

processes such as the formulation and testing of hypotheses, and two of them propose 

changes in representation. In more than half of the designs (11 out of 17), moments of 

reflection on the activity carried out and what has been learned, on how to improve the 

process, on other possible responses, etc., are planned. These moments of reflection are 

intended to promote metacognitive processes. 

It is important to note that none of the designs includes the teaching and learning 

objectives of the activity, nor do they specify the specific knowledge (about mathematics, 

about CT, for example) that students are expected to be able to develop through the 

programmed activity.  

All teams are concerned about high interactional suitability. In the first place, all the 

works are concerned to a greater or lesser extent with how the student–teacher interaction 

should be. Only a single design does not describe the presentation of the problem that the 

teacher must perform to contextualize it. In more than half (10 out of 17) of the designs, in 

addition to indicating how the problematic situation should be presented, the specific 

question that the teacher must ask is explicit so that the problem posed is clear. In one-

fourth (6 out of 17) of the designs, it is established that the teacher must observe the 
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students, supervise and guide the development of the activity, resolve conflicts, ask good 

questions and engage in dialogue that helps the students understand.  

The teacher will adopt an understandable, rich, and explanatory dialogue. You must 

include in your explanation examples that help to understand the objective of the activity 

(A6) 

In the case that the hypothesis is wrong, the teachers will have to pose questions so that 

the children realize why they have made a mistake and can formulate a new hypothesis 

(B4) 

All designs promote interaction between students; in addition, in more than two-

thirds of the designs (13 out of 17), there are spaces for discussion or assembly for students 

to share ideas, and in one-third of the designs (6 out of 17), students are expected to reach 

a consensus among themselves, either in large groups or among the students of each small 

workgroup. 

Later, all the children will decide which is the easiest and fastest way to get there (A2) 

Together a final hypothesis is decided to reach the other class (A4) 

Some of the designs (3 out of 17) are very directed, giving the teacher a strong 

interventionist role. However, more than two-thirds of the designs (12 out of 17) 

contemplate moments when students take responsibility for the activity (exploration with 

robots, formulation of hypotheses, validation of hypotheses using robots, group 

argumentation, etc.), thus favoring the autonomy of students. 

Mediational suitability has been analyzed in the designs that refer both to the material 

resources that are made available to the students and the ideal organization of the 

students, considering the conditions of the classroom. All designs plan the use of Blue-Bot 

as it was a condition of the session 2 task; therefore, it has been identified that other 

material resources were indicated.  

Although the carpets that exist in the market for the use of Blue-Bot or Bee-Bot type 

robots were not mentioned or used in the experience of session 1, almost two-thirds of the 

designs (11 of 17) propose the use of these carpets with different objectives, but always to 

limit the possible trajectories of the robot. Examples are given in Figure 6a,b. We wonder 

if this may be due to the deep-rooted habit in students of consulting the Internet for 

inspiration and ideas when creating their designs.  

The participants in session 1, under the supervision of the teachers, practiced with 

the programming cards to represent their algorithms, before or after performing the 

keystrokes on the robot. They went from saying the algorithm orally while pressing the 

robot keys to representing the algorithm with the cards, progressively: placing them first 

following the shape of the desired route for the robot and then, with practice, horizontally 

(regardless of the shape of the route). They also compared different algorithms 

represented with the cards. The teachers emphasized the role of algorithm representation 

in institutionalizing concepts related to the development of CT. Thus, it is surprising that 

only three of the designs propose the use of the representation cards of the programming 

algorithm, and, of these three, the representation cards are part of the activity in one since 

the other two propose it as an optional use resource.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Carpet in the design of team A1. (b) Carpet in the design of team B1. 

Other resources were incorporated in the designs: different cards with images of 

objects related to the theme of the context to be put on the carpet as obstacles or objectives 

for the robot; the 15 cm rectangle card; pen and paper; a children’s story and its main 

characters (Hansel and Gretel, for example); treasure map and treasure (chocolate coins); 

and lyrics of children’s songs, among others. All these material resources show an effort 

to contextualize the activity designed to favor the use of models and concrete 

visualizations for the programming of robot actions. 

On the other hand, half of the designs (9 out of 17) make explicit the organization of 

the students during the activity, always in small groups during the development of the 

activity that requires the manipulation of the robot and with other moments of sharing in 

a large group to share ideas and reflect on the work done. One of the designs also states 

that half of the group would be worked on, which indicates a concern to be able to develop 

an educational practice with the best possible conditions in terms of the number of 

children to attend and the resources to put at their disposal: 

This activity is designed to be carried out in the “Mathematics Environment” or the 

mathematics class, with the group split, that is, with 12-13 children (…) in groups of 4 

children (A8) 

In the designs, great attention is paid to affective suitability, selecting tasks that arouse 

interest and motivation, as well as keeping students motivated. Of the 17 designs, 7 are 

based on an uncompetitive game, some with a “prize” (a “real” treasure composed of 

chocolate coins); 6 on a problem from an everyday context known to children (problem 

with the class fish tank, looking up words from a nursery rhyme, finding the key to the 

classroom cupboard, etc.); 2 on centers of interest (space and planets and pirates); and 2 

on a children’s story and its characters. The problems posed challenge students to feel 

involved and motivated to participate in solving them. Some designs appeal to the 

empathy of the students with the characters of the stories or games so that they want to 

help them, and in others, a need is created to solve the problem cooperatively because it 

affects elements that belong to the group (the keys of the cupboard do not appear, the fish 

of their fish tank have been lost, the robot is running out of battery) In addition, in half of 

the designs (9 out of 17), it is explicit that the teacher will encourage students to formulate 

and test several hypotheses until the solution is found. 

In the line of generating positive attitudes and feelings of participation in the task, 

two-thirds of the designs (12 out of 17) include scheduled moments of debate and 

reflection in a small group where it is expected that children intervene in inequality to 

contribute their ideas, argue different hypotheses or possible solutions and make 

comments that other students should actively listen to.  

Children will also give their opinion on what improvements they would propose to solve 

the problem (A8) 

(…) and each student will be able to explain their hypothesis (A9) 
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We will motivate children to continue to have an interest in learning and acquiring new 

knowledge (B8) 

Finally, regarding ecological suitability, the evidence in the designs of the aspects 

related to the adaptation to the curriculum and the intra- and interdisciplinary 

connections have been analyzed. On the one hand, the contents that are treated, although, 

as mentioned above, they are not explicit in any of the designs, are framed in the 

guidelines of the current curriculum for the stage of early childhood education in 

Catalonia [6] that incorporates explicitly, for the first time, the development of CT.  

On the other hand, the core content is CT, and in most of the designs (13 out of 17), it 

is not explicitly expressed that the design relates to any other content. However, almost a 

quarter of the designs (4 out of 17) make it explicit that the activity is related to other 

content: two designs are related to other mathematical content (numerical thinking and 

spatial thinking); one design is explicitly related to the environment; and another is related 

to music. 

4. Results and Discussion 

First, we could find the following primary objects that emerge from the answers of 

future teachers when they proposed robotics problems: arguments/justifications, 

representations/language, propositions and procedures concerning the sequence and 

measure mathematical objects. It was not possible to identify, for example, definitions or 

concepts referring to a specific mathematical object. 

When participants argue and justify whether different orders can take the robot to 

the same place, although some teams already establish a justification based on the 

sequencing related to CT, many teams do not reach that level and argue that the robot 

arrives at a certain place from the concrete idea of the route (not referring to the 

programming of the robot). Regarding the procedures indicated by the teams for the 

calculation of distance between one class and another, although the procedure of 

estimation and arithmetic calculation of multiplication appears, for example, the idea of 

measurement by comparison (once working with medium-scale distances) does not 

appear. This result is reaffirmed by the results found by Sala-Sebastià and Farsani [48] 

when working on the notion of measurement with future teachers of early childhood 

education. In addition, most teams had errors in the programming procedure when they 

had to give instructions for the robot to return on the outward trajectory. Related to the 

representations that the participants made to represent the orders that are given to the 

Blue-Bot, although the verbal–written, the symbolic and the iconic appear, they present 

errors in the representation of the sequence that the robot runs and also ambiguities in the 

drawing of the arrows made in the iconic representation.  

Although studies present positive levels of interest, knowledge, problem-solving and 

self-efficacy of future teachers working on robotics and CT in basic education [49], this 

study observes a lack of mathematical (sequence and measurement) and computational 

(sequence programming) knowledge in the solving of robotics problems at the level of 

users and reflective users, which corroborates the studies of Caviedes, De Gamboa and 

Badillo [50] carried out with future primary school teachers solving tasks that involve the 

mathematical object area and, mainly, with the studies of Seckel, Vásquez, Samuel and 

Breda [10] which present different typologies of errors made by future kindergarten 

teachers when solving robotics problems, both in the use of robot commands and in their 

respective representation of programming. 

In the same way that the results referring to the analysis of the mathematical and 

computational knowledge of the participants show errors and ambiguities in the 

programming procedures, the designs lack didactic objectives focused on the teaching and 

learning of computational knowledge. The representation or writing of robot 

programming algorithms is not promoted as an essential element for the development of 

CT. It can be inferred that future teachers do not contemplate it in their designs either 
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because they do not master it (since they make mistakes) or because they are not aware of 

the importance of promoting the writing or representation of algorithms as an 

institutionalization of CT knowledge. This is reflected in the epistemic and cognitive 

suitability of the designs.  

The designs take special care of the aspects concerning affective suitability and 

include many elements to motivate and involve students in a fun activity that generates 

positive emotions. For this, mainly, problem contexts that encourage the involvement of 

the students in the activity are provided (e.g., centers of interest of the students; very close, 

everyday and known situations; games with prizes; children’s stories). The resources 

identified in the analysis of mediational suitability corroborate this focus on the emotional 

part of the design, since, in general, most of the resources are used to enrich the context 

(carpets decorated with motifs of the theme of the center of interest, children’s stories, etc.). 

On the other hand, the programming cards that could have been proposed as facilitating 

resources for the learning and development of CT have no central role, since they are 

included only for optional use. To achieve involvement in the designed activities, students 

are given an active and leading role in decision-making and the expression of justifications 

and arguments. To do this, they are organized into small workgroups that facilitate the 

necessary interaction (interactional suitability) so that these situations of debate and 

reflection that the teacher will lead occur. This type of design of future teachers of early 

childhood education with great concern to obtain high affective suitability was also found 

in the work of Sala-Sebastià and Farsani [48]. 

According to the results, ecological suitability is of the least concern to future teachers 

since it seems that none of the participants consulted the curriculum to ensure that their 

proposal complied with legal guidelines. In addition, although all designs present 

contextualized problems, none of them presents an interdisciplinary approach. Only one 

treats the environment transversally and with little depth, and a couple of them are 

concerned with establishing connections with other contents within mathematics 

(numerical and spatial thinking).  

When future teachers design educative practices without being given a detailed 

guide of how the designs should be, many of the elements of consensus of the educational 

community emerge, such as that the task must involve and motivate students and that 

students must interact, share ideas and help each other [37]. However, other equally 

important aspects do not always emerge, such as establishing didactic objectives and 

evaluation criteria, establishing a sequence of activities of progressive difficulty and 

establishing mechanisms for institutionalizing the core contents that are the objective of 

educative practice [14]. 

5. Conclusions 

The originality and innovation of the research presented are framed in two aspects. 

The first is the characteristics of the didactic sequence which was designed and 

implemented with the future teachers. In this study, CT is considered as the thought 

process involved in formulating problems so their solutions can be represented as 

computational steps and algorithms. An important part of this process is finding 

appropriate models of computation with which to formulate the problem and derive its 

solutions [51]. Thus, the authors designed a sequence of tasks that could imply the 

development of CT understood from this perspective based on open robotics problems, 

the resolution of which is not limited to the use of a robotic carpet or any previously 

specified strategy.  

The second aspect is the theoretical and methodological approach of the article based 

on the DMK model of the OSA to search for the features of didactic-mathematical and 

computational knowledge of future early childhood education teachers. This is a new 

approach, not carried out in other investigations about this issue, which points us to novel 

results. 
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The results indicate that future teachers present characteristics of didactic-

mathematical and computational knowledge since aspects of this knowledge are observed 

timidly in the participants’ answers. However, they show certain deficiencies of 

mathematical and computational knowledge that are reflected in the results on the 

didactic suitability of the designs made. This leads us to wonder if it would not be 

necessary to include these future teachers’ basic mathematical knowledge and, 

specifically, computational thinking in training to guarantee the quality of their future 

educative practices and comply with the current guidelines of the Spanish and Catalan 

curriculum. This should mean enabling future teachers to design innovative and learner-

centered educational practices that involve the development of CT. When these teachers 

in training become teachers in service, they will have to be able to implement this kind of 

innovative sequence of tasks with their kindergarten pupils. From here, a new approach 

to MT teaching in which mathematics could be considered something more than a tool of 

calculation would be promoted. 

If the DSC, which in this work has been used as a methodological element to carry 

out the analysis of the data, is made available to future teachers through training in their 

degree, they could use it as a design instrument and implementation guide to help them 

to keep in mind the several didactic facets of educative practice and balance them. In this 

way, the development of didactic knowledge in future teachers could be improved.  

The results of the study, determined from a particular context, present limitations 

since they are directed to future kindergarten teachers in a specific region of Spain. 

Different results could be obtained if the study were carried out with future primary 

school teachers or with active teachers from another locality or country. It is also 

important to emphasize that the proposed robotics problems also conditioned certain 

types of response. Changing the problems could imply some subtle modifications in the 

results found. 

From a future perspective, it is considered that the future teachers participating in 

the study should perform a kind of simulation with their peers, implementing the 

problems designed with the objective to characterize the didactic knowledge not being 

contemplated in their theoretical designs. In addition, it is considered relevant to 

incorporate mathematical and computational knowledge into the training of future 

teachers in operating the Blue-Bot robot and developing logical, spatial, and 

computational thinking. Consideration is also given to incorporating DSC into training to 

develop teaching skills.  

Finally, it is considered that this study is aimed at training programs and trainers of 

future teachers of early childhood education. Evidence is presented that in the training of 

future teachers, it would be necessary not only to include tasks with educative robots, but 

also to promote the development of didactic and mathematical knowledge for the 

incorporation of logical, spatial and computational thinking in the early ages. 
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